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ABSTRACT

Previous field observations indicate that the directional spread of swell-frequency (nominally 0.1 Hz)
surface gravity waves increases during shoreward propagation across the surf zone. This directional broad-
ening contrasts with the narrowing observed seaward of the surf zone and predicted by Snell’s law for
bathymetric refraction. Field-observed broadening was predicted by a new model for refraction of swell by
lower-frequency (nominally 0.01 Hz) current and elevation fluctuations. The observations and the model
suggest that refraction by the cross-shore currents of energetic shear waves contributed substantially to the
observed broadening.

1. Introduction

Surface gravity waves approaching a straight coast-
line refract over the sloping seabed. According to
Snell’s law, both the mean wave angle (mean departure
of wave propagation directions from shore normal) and
the directional spread (range of wave angles) decrease
with decreasing depth. Although the predicted de-
crease in mean angle is observed, the observed direc-
tional spread sometimes increases during shoreward
propagation across natural surf zones (Herbers et al.
1999). Directional spreading determines the length of
wave crests (Longuet-Higgins 1957), and it affects the
nonlinear forcing of infragravity (0.001–0.050 Hz)
waves (Herbers et al. 1995; Henderson and Bowen
2003).

Nonlinearity causes deviations from Snell’s law, but
nonlinear triad interactions, as simulated by a spectral
Boussinesq model (Herbers et al. 2003), do not explain
the observed spreading. Numerical simulations (Öz-

kan-Haller and Li 2003) predict that swell is refracted
by low-frequency shear instabilities of the alongshore
current, called shear waves (Bowen and Holman 1989;
Oltman-Shay et al. 1989). The resulting slow changes in
wave angle contribute to the directional spread calcu-
lated from long time series. We show that broadening
observed on a natural beach is roughly consistent with
refraction by the fluctuating currents of shear waves.
The field site, instrumentation, and observations are
described in section 2. Consistent with previous obser-
vations (Herbers et al. 1999), the directional spread de-
creased as waves shoaled outside the surf zone, but
often increased with decreasing depth inside the surf
zone. A model relating directional broadening to re-
fraction by low-frequency motions is derived (section
3). Given idealized swell and low-frequency currents,
this model simplifies to a form analogous to Taylor’s
(1921) model of particle motion in turbulent flow (sec-
tion 4). The observed broadening was roughly consis-
tent with predictions of both the full and simplified
models (section 5).

2. Observations

Wave directional properties were estimated using
data collected on an ocean beach near Duck, North
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Carolina, during the 1997 SandyDuck experiment (Fed-
dersen et al. 2000; Elgar et al. 2001; Herbers et al. 2003).
Water pressures and horizontal velocities were mea-
sured (at 2 Hz) for 4 months at 18 locations between the
shore and 4-m depth (Fig. 1).

A mean wave angle at cyclic frequency f is

�� f � �
1
2

tan�1� 2Cu,�� f �

Cu,u� f � � C�,� � f ��, �1�

where u and � are cross- and alongshore velocities, and
C�,�( f ) is the cospectrum between � and �. The orien-
tation �( f ) is the dominant principal axis of the (u, �)
cospectral matrix. A measure of the directional spread
at f is

�� f � � � C��,��� f �

Cu�,u�� f � 	 C��,��� f ��1�2

, �2�

where u
 � u cos[�( f )] 	 � sin[�( f )] is the velocity
component in the mean direction �( f ), and �
 is the
velocity component perpendicular to u
 (Longuet-Hig-
gins 1957).

An energy-weighted mean angle of swell waves is
(Herbers et al. 1999)

� �
1
2

tan�1� 2�û�̂�

|�û2� � ��̂2�|�, �3�

where the angle brackets denote a 3-h average, and û
and �̂ are cross-shore and alongshore velocities band-
passed between 0.05 and 0.15 Hz. An energy-weighted
directional spread for swell is

� � � ��̂�2�

�û�2� 	 ��̂�2�
�1�2

, �4�

where û
 is the component of band-passed velocity in
the direction �, and �̂
 is the component of band-passed
velocity perpendicular to û
.

Measured wave directional properties were similar to
those observed on the same beach 3 years earlier (Her-
bers et al. 1999). Mean wave angles at the offshore,
deepest instruments (�d) usually were more oblique
than at the onshore, shallowest instruments (�s) (Fig.
2c). Snell’s law predicts that waves refract to conserve
their alongshore wavelength c/( f sin�), where c is the
phase speed. For small-angle shallow-water waves,
sin(�)  � and c � (gh)1/2 (where h is water depth), so
Snell’s law predicts that � is proportional to h1/2. The
shoreward change in wave angle �� � �s � �d was
consistent (root-mean-square error 2.3°; see Fig. 2d)
with the Snell’s-law prediction:

�� � ��hs

hd
�1�2

� 1��d, �5�

where hs and hd are mean water depths at the shallow
and deep locations, respectively. Snell’s law also pre-
dicts directional narrowing:

�� � ��hs

hd
�1�2

� 1��d, �6�

where �� � �s � �d is the change in spread between
the deep and shallow locations. Sometimes narrowing
was observed (�s � �d, Fig. 2e), and both the observed
and predicted changes in spread �� were negative (Fig.
2f). However, broadening (�� � 0) also was observed
(cases with �� � 1° are indicated with filled symbols in
Fig. 2). For example, the observed �� exceeded 1° dur-
ing 3–5 September and 4–8 November, when the wave
height in 8-m depth exceeded 2 m (Fig. 2a). These large
waves broke far offshore, so dissipation was maximum
[the ratio qs/qd between linear theory swell energy
fluxes (Herbers et al. 2000) at the shallow and deep
instruments was much less than one; see Fig. 2b]. The
energetic swell also generated strong low-frequency
(0.001–0.05 Hz) motions. In high-energy conditions the
kinetic energy of these motions (h�u2 	 �2�/2) exceeded

FIG. 1. (a) Plan view of instrument locations. Each symbol (de-
fined in the text) represents a collocated pressure and velocity
sensor. The Field Research Facility coordinate system is used. (b)
Seabed elevations vs cross-shore distance on 13 August (solid
curve) and 23 October (dashed curve). The average of four beach
profiles measured between alongshore distances 695 and 915 m is
shown.
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the potential energy (g��2�/2, where � is sea surface
displacement) by one to two orders of magnitude (Fig.
2g, note the log scale), indicating that these motions
were dominated by shear waves rather than gravity
waves (Lippmann et al. 1999).

Swell mean angles, absolute spreads, and broaden-
ing, calculated by applying a direct estimation approach
(Elgar et al. 1994) to arrays of pressure sensors at 1- and
4-m depths (squares and triangles in Fig. 1a), were con-
sistent with the current-meter-based estimates pre-

FIG. 2. Time series of observed (a) significant wave height Hs in 8-m water depth, (b) ratio qs/qd of sea swell energy fluxes at the
shallowest (most onshore) and deepest (most offshore) instruments (respective locations marked by filled triangles and filled squares
in Fig. 1a), (c) mean wave angle [Eq. (3)] at the shallow (�s, light green circles) and deep (�d, dark red triangles) instruments, (d) change
in mean angle �� between deep and shallow instruments {light blue squares, observed; dark brown triangles, Snell’s law [Eq. (5)]}, (e)
directional spread [Eq. (4)] at the shallow (�s, light green circles) and deep (�d, dark red triangles) instruments, (f) change in spread
�� between deep and shallow instruments {light blue squares, observed; dark brown triangles, Snell’s law [Eq. (6)]} and (g) kinetic (dark
green diamonds) and potential (light purple stars) energy of low-frequency (0.001–0.05 Hz) motions at the shallowest instruments. In
all panels, symbols are plotted every 18 h, and thin lines connect data points not shown with symbols. In (a), (b), (e), (f), and (g), filled
symbols indicate occasions when �� � 1° (i.e., occasions when anomalous broadening was strong).
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sented above, suggesting that current meter noise was
not responsible for the estimated broadening [over the
entire experiment, the rms error between pressure- and
current-meter-based estimates of �d (�s) was 1.2°
(2.7°)].

3. Refraction by low-frequency motions

Variations in the wave propagation direction � are
given by (Dean and Dalrymple 1991, section 4.8.2):

��

�s
� �

1
c

�c

�n
, �7�

where n and s are along-crest and crest-normal coordi-
nates, and the phase speed c � �/k (where � is the swell
radian frequency and k is the wavenumber) has been
assumed to vary only over times much longer than a
wave period.

The dispersion relation for linear waves is

�� � k 	 uL�2 � gk tanh�k�h 	 
L��, �8�

where k is the wave vector (so |k| � k), g is gravitational
acceleration, h is mean depth, and uL and �L are low-
frequency velocity and sea level fluctuations. In the
small angle [� � O(�) � 1], Boussinesq [kh � O(�)]
approximation with weak low-frequency motions [|u|L/
gh1/2 and �L/h both O(�2)], the phase speed

c � c0�1 	
uL

c0
	


L

2h
�

�kh�2

6
	 O��3��, �9�

where uL is the cross-shore component of uL, and c0 �
(gh)1/2 is the shallow-water phase speed (see the appen-
dix). Low-frequency alongshore currents do not enter
at this order because wave angles are small, so k is
almost shore normal, and the Doppler shift k · uL [Eq.
(8)] is dominated by the cross-shore current.

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (7), transforming into
cross- (x) and alongshore (y) coordinates, and assuming
a gently sloping, alongshore-uniform seabed yields (see
the appendix)

��

�x
�

�

2h

�h

�x
�

�uL��y

�gh�1�2 �
�
L��y

2h
�

��2��y

2

	 O��3, �2�h��x�. �10�

Taking the expected value E of Eq. (10), and assuming
statistical alongshore homogeneity (�E[ ]/�y � 0), yields
an equation for the cross-shore evolution of the mean
angle

�E���

�x
�

E���

2h

�h

�x
. �11�

The mean angle obeys Snell’s law [Eq. (5)] because
refraction by the fluctuating currents averages to zero.
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (10) by

�� � � � E��� �12�

and taking the expected value yields an equation for the
cross-shore evolution of the angle variance:

�E���2�

�x
�

E���2�

h

�h

�x
�

2E����uL��y�

�gh�1�2 �
E����
L��y�

h
,

�13�

where the fourth term on the right of Eq. (10) does
not contribute because E[���2/�y] � 2E[�2��/�y] � (2/
3)�E[�3]/�y � 0, by alongshore homogeneity. The wave
angle variance, while still affected by bathymetric re-
fraction [first term on the right of Eq. (13)], is modified
by correlations between wave angles and low-frequency
motions.

4. Spreading by statistically homogeneous currents

Next, the stochastic refraction model in Eq. (13) is
illustrated using the idealized case of an initially plane
wave (� � 0 at x � 0) propagating in water of constant
depth and sea level elevation (�h/�x � 0, �L � 0) with
statistically homogeneous currents. The following re-
sembles Taylor’s (1921) analysis of particle motion in a
turbulent flow, with wave angle here taking the place of
particle displacement. From Eq. (11) the mean angle
E[�] � 0 for all x. For small x, fluctuations �
 about E[�]
� 0 are small, and Eq. (10) reduces to

���

�x
� �

�uL��y

�gh�1�2 . �14�

In a reference frame moving with the wave, (gh)1/2�/�x
becomes d/dt, so shear rotates the angle of a given wave
at the rate d�
/dt � ��uL/�y. Multiplying both sides of
Eq. (14) by 2�
 and averaging gives

�E���2�

�x
� �

2E����uL��y�

�gh�1�2 , �15�

which also can be derived as a special case of Eq. (13).
Initially (at x � 0), waves are unidirectional and the
covariance between wave angle �
 and shear �uL/�y on
the right of Eq. (15) vanishes. However, as waves are
refracted by the shear, a nonzero covariance between
wave angle and shear develops. From Eq. (14)

���x, t� � �
1

�gh�1�2 �
0

x �uL�x�, t � �gh��1�2x��

�y
dx�,

�16�
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so

�
2E����uL��y�

�gh�1�2 �
2E���uL��y�2�

gh �
0

x

�r, �gh��1�2r� dr,

�17�

where the shear autocorrelation is

�r, �� �
E{��uL�x 	 r, t 	 ����y���uL�x, t���y�}

E���uL��y�2�
.

�18�

For small x, �  1, so the angle–shear covariance in-
creases linearly with x. For large x, the angle–shear
covariance Eq. (17) attains a constant value, so

�
2E����uL��y�

�gh�1�2 �
2E���uL��y�2�L

gh
, �19�

where

L � �
0

�

�r, �gh��1�2r� dr �20�

is a decorrelation distance for the shear encountered by
propagating swell [although Eq. (14) remains valid only
while wave angles remain small].

Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (15) and integrating
gives (after some manipulation)

E���2�x�� �
2E���uL��y�2�

gh �
0

x

�x � r��r, �gh��1�2r� dr.

�21�

For small x

E���2�x�� �
E���uL��y�2�x2

gh
, �22�

so the standard deviation (variance) of the wave angle
increases linearly (quadratically) with x. In this limit, an
initially unidirectional wave would, after propagating
50 m in 2-m water depth with low-frequency velocity
fluctuations of magnitude 0.20 m s�1 and alongshore
wavelength 100 m, develop a wave angle standard de-
viation of roughly 5°, comparable to the observations
(see section 5 for more detail). For large propagation
distances x,

E���2�x�� �
2E���uL��y�2�Lx

gh
, �23�

the standard deviation of the wave angle increases as
x1/2, and the random refraction acts to directionally dif-
fuse wave energy. This diffusive limit is assumed by

many theories for propagation of light and sound
through random media (Sobczyk 1985).

Refraction by the alongshore surface slope leads to
similar behavior, as can be shown by a straightforward
modification of the above derivation.

5. Comparison of predicted and observed
broadening

a. Predicted broadening

Equation (13) predicts the variance of a slowly vary-
ing wave angle. A slowly varying wave angle �̃ was
calculated from observations by replacing the 3-h aver-
aging in Eq. (3) with 20-s averaging (similar results
were obtained using 10- and 40-s averaging). As in sec-
tion 2, û and �̂ were calculated by bandpassing 3-h time
series.

The predicted directional broadening caused by low-
frequency motions was evaluated using measurements
from two five-element cross-shore arrays, separated by
12 m alongshore (circles, filled triangles, and filled
squares in Fig. 1a). For any variable X, let X(j,k) denote
a measurement of X at the jth cross-shore element ( j �
1–5 with 1 the most seaward location and 5 the most
shoreward) of the kth cross-shore array (k � 1, 2). The
predicted current-generated rate of shoreward broad-
ening equals �2(gh)�1/2E[�
 �uL/�y] [Eq. (13)] and is
estimated at cross-shore location j as

�u
�j� � �

���̃��j,1� 	 �̃��j,2���uL
�j,2� � uL

�j,1���

�gh�j��1�2�y�j,2� � y�j,1��
, �24�

where �̃
 � �̃ � ��̃�. The shoreward increase in spread
caused by the sea surface slope, �(j)

� , is equal to �E[�

��L/�y]/h [Eq. (13)] and was calculated by replacing the
term [u(j,2)

L � u(j,1)
L ] in Eq. (24) with [�(j,2)

L � �(j,1)
L ]/2.

Time series of the low-frequency motions �L and uL

were calculated by bandpassing quadratically de-
trended 3-h time series between 0.001 and 0.050 Hz and
sampling once every 20 s (i.e., the sampling rate of �̃).
The predicted anomalous broadening as waves propa-
gate between locations j � 1 and j {the integral of
�E[�
2]/�x from x(j�1) to x( j)} is estimated as

���̃a,pred
� j� �2 � ��u

� j� 	 �u
� j�1�

2
	

�

� j� 	 �


� j�1�

2 ��x� j� � x� j�1��.

�25�

b. Observed broadening

The observed standard deviation of �̃,

�̃obs � ���̃ � ��̃��2�1�2, �26�
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where angle brackets denote a 3-h average, will be com-
pared with the wave angle standard deviation E[�
2]
predicted by Eq. (13). The wave angle standard devia-
tion in Eq. (26) is related to the conventionally defined
directional spread in Eq. (4) (see section 6). The ob-
served anomalous broadening between cross-shore lo-
cations j � 1 and j is

��̃a,obs
� j� � �̃ obs

�j� � � h� j�

h� j�1��1�2

�̃obs
� j�1�. �27�

c. Comparison

The observed and predicted anomalous broadening
between the two most shoreward locations (x � 160
and x � 210 m) were correlated and had similar mag-
nitudes (Fig. 3a). Farther offshore, the predicted broad-
ening tended to exceed that observed, but both the
predicted and observed anomalous broadening were
small (root-mean-square predicted and observed
anomalous spreads were less than 1°).

Refraction by the slowly varying shear of the cross-
shore current was much larger than refraction by the
slowly varying alongshore slope of the sea surface [the
cross-shore integral of �(j)

� was scattered around zero,
with magnitude always less than (1.4°)2, whereas the
integral of �(j)

u usually was positive, with magnitude
greater than (1.4°)2 for 147 of the 348 3-h time series].
Close to the shore, low-frequency kinetic energy greatly
exceeded low-frequency potential energy during storms
(Fig. 2g) when much of the anomalous spreading oc-
curred (Fig. 2f), indicating a dominance of shear wave
over gravity wave energy (Lippmann et al. 1999). Thus,
shear waves appear responsible for most of the ob-
served broadening.

The simplified model for short propagation distances
[Eq. (22)], combined with the observed water depth
and current shear, overpredicted the anomalous broad-
ening by about 30% (Fig. 3b), consistent with the over-
prediction of the angle–shear correlation (set equal to 1
in the simple model). The full and simplified model
predictions of the anomalous broadening between the
two most shoreward locations were correlated (r2 �
0.73, slope � 0.6, offset � �0.5°, not shown).

6. Discussion and conclusions

Low-frequency surf zone currents refract incoming
swell, generating low-frequency wave angle fluctua-
tions. A model for this variable refraction predicted the
observed shoreward increase in the variance of slowly
varying wave angles.

The variance of slowly varying wave angles was re-
lated to the conventional directional spread estimated

from long time series. Although no theoretical relation-
ship between the two measures of spreading has been
derived, the wave angle standard deviations �̃ mea-
sured at the shallow and deep instruments (respec-
tively, �̃s and �̃d) were correlated with, and about half
of, the conventional directional spreads �s and �d (in
both cases r2  0.4, slope  0.45, |offset| � 2°). The
observed anomalous (departure from Snell’s law)
spreads based on the variability of �̃ [Eq. (26)],

�̃a � �̃obs
�5� � �hs

hd
�1�2

�̃obs
�1� , �28�

and on conventional long records [Eq. (4)],

FIG. 3. Anomalous directional broadening between the most
shoreward instruments (cross-shore locations 160 and 210 m, Fig.
1). (a) Observed broadening [��̃(5)

a,obs, Eq. (27)] vs full theory pre-
diction [��̃(5)

a,pred, Eq. (25)], r2 � 0.5, slope � 0.8, and offset �
�0.06°. (b) Observed broadening vs simplified theory prediction
[��̃(5)

a,ideal, Eq. (22)], r2 � 0.43, slope � 0.50, and offset � �0.47°.
The solid line indicates agreement. Each dot represents a 3-h
record.
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�a � �s � �hs

hd
�1�2

�d, �29�

were correlated (r2 � 0.78, slope � 0.44, offset � 1.5°).
Given these empirical relationships, the refractively in-
duced increase in �̃ had the right magnitude to explain
much of observed anomalous shoreward increase in �.

When broadening was significant, shear waves domi-
nated over gravity waves at low (0.001–0.05 Hz) fre-
quencies. Therefore, shear waves likely caused most of
the increase in the directional spread of swell crossing
the surf zone.
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APPENDIX

Wave Angle Evolution

From Eq. (8),

{� � k�uL cos��� 	 �L sin����}2 � gk tanh�k�h 	 
L��.

�A1�

Substituting the approximations sin(�) � � 	 O(�3),
cos(�) � 1 	 O(�2), tanh(�) � � � �3/3 	 O(�5), and
the ordering assumptions listed in section 3 into Eq.
(A1) leads to

�� � kuL 	 O��3��2 � gk�k�h 	 
L� �
�kh�3

3
	 O��5��.

�A2�

Dividing Eq. (A2) by k2 gives

c2�1 �
2uL

c � � gh�1 	

L

h
�

�kh�2

3 �	 O��3�,

�A3�

where the phase speed c � �/k. Multiplying Eq. (A3)
by 1 	 2uL/c gives

c2 � gh�1 	
2uL

c
	


L

h
�

�kh�2

3 �	 O��3�. �A4�

Equation Eq. (9) follows from Eq. (A4) and the ap-
proximation (1 	 �)1/2 � 1 	 �/2 	 O(�2).

Transforming Eq. (7) into cross- and alongshore co-
ordinates yields

��

�x
�

1
c �tan���

�c

�x
�

�c

�y�� tan���
��

�y
. �A5�

Substituting Eq. (9) and the approximation tan(�) � �
	 O(�3) into Eq. (A5) yields

��

�x
�

�

h1�2

�h1�2

�x
�

�

�y � uL

�gh�1�2 	

L

2h
�

�kh�2

6 �� �
��

�y

	 O��3, �2�h��x�. �A6�

Equation (10) follows from Eq. (A6) because the dis-
persive term (third term in square brackets) is negli-
gible [(kh)2 � �2h/g 	 O(�4), and ��/�y is negligible].
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